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Abstract
Direct interaction of the solar wind with lunar regolith,
void at night side of Moon and anomalously mag-
netized regions at lunar surface lead to the variety
of wave phenomena in the near Moon environment.
The present paper is aimed to overview wave observa-
tions from the previous missions and wave generation
mechanisms. Particular attention is pointed on mini-
magnetospheres formed above the magnetized areas at
Moon surface and related wave observations.

1. Introduction
On the first sight the lunar plasma environment seems
to be very simple matter. However the Moon-plasma
system interactions show the complexity and variabil-
ity of the physical processes. Moreover interactions
have a kinetic nature and the kinetic theory is neces-
sary for their studying.

The solar wind interaction with Moon surface and
environment has received many attention last years.
The regions of enhanced crustal magnetic field (mag-
netic anomalies) were found. In such regions magnetic
field may attain several hundred nT [1, 2, 3]. The for-
mation and dynamics of such anomalies are far from
the understanding. Also the observations of Kaguya
and Chandrayaan revealed significant deflected proton
fluxes over magnetic anomalies. Such proton fluxes
allow to imply that the magnetic anomalies may act as
magnetosphere-like obstacles (mini-magnetospheres),
modifying the upstream plasma [4, 5]. The observa-
tions of energetic neutral atoms also confirm the exis-
tence of the enhanced fluxes of deflected particles.

Variety of electric fluctuations was observed during
the passage of Wind spacecraft across the lunar wake:
langmuir waves, electrostatic modes above electron
cyclotron frequency, whistlers. The investigations by
Kuncic and Cairns [6] revealed emissions on plasma
frequency and its first harmonic. Electron reflection
at quasi-shock at leading edge of magnetic anomaly
could drive the electric field oscillations. The gen-

eration mechanism is similar to that known for fore-
shock of planetary bow shock.In KAGUYA and Lu-
nar Prospector missions the monochromatic whistlers
near the Moon were observed as narrow band mag-
netic fluctuations with frequencies close to 1 Hz, and
are mostly left-hand polarized in the spacecraft frame.

We review different mechanisms for wave gen-
eration in plasma environment near such mini-
magnetosphere regions.

2. Magnetic anomalies at the Moon
There are three main models for the formation of the
magnetic anomalies. The first one is the active lunar
core dynamo [7]. However this model has several un-
resolved questions: time scale, chemical and thermo-
dynamical evolution of the core, albedo swirls. The
second one is impact model [8] which has problems
with different times for plasma currents (5 min), in-
ternal seismic waves (8 min), surface seismic waves
(80 min), the vagueness of the magnetic field values,
central magnetic anomalies, albedo. The last one is
comet impact model [9]. However its main problem is
comet impact rate.

3. Wave activity near the Moon
During the passage of Wind spacecraft across the lu-
nar wake it was observed the variety of electric fluc-
tuations. For example, langmuir waves, electrostatic
modes above electron cyclotron frequency, whistlers
[10]. The investigations by Kuncic and Cairns [6]
revealed emissions on plasma frequency and its first
harmonic. In KAGUYA [11] and Lunar Prospector
[12] missions the monochromatic whistlers were ob-
served which are generated by the solar wind inter-
action with lunar crustal magnetic anomalies. Also
KAGUYA observed large-amplitude monochromatic
ULF waves [13] with periods of 120–100 s and am-
plitudes about 3 nT. The direction of the propagation
of the waves is not exactly parallel to the interplane-
tary magnetic field.
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4. Solar wind interaction with mag-
netic field anomalies

The measurements by Lunar Prospector show that the
surface magnetic field may be represented by dipole
and in interaction with the solar wind shock-like struc-
ture should be formed [3]. If the reflection takes place
on such structure it may be similar to the reflection on
the shock wave (see discussion in [3], where the au-
thors have shown that for the Imbrium anomaly some
kind of shock wave can exist). However many ob-
servations show that the mini-magnetosphere in many
cases doesn’t form.

In papers [14, 15] the simple model for the ion re-
flection from anomaly was presented. The main con-
clusion was that the some shock structure may forms
and great deflection of electrons is possible. However,
presented model of reflection may be appropriate only
for strong magnetic anomalies and the amount of de-
flected ions should be very sensitive to the solar wind
conditions.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The measurements and existing models sows that the
waves can exist in wide frequency range. Wave phe-
nomena observed at the Moon are mostly associated
with the wake boundary and lunar crust magnetic
anomalies.
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